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Herb Taylor 
 

Monday October 3, 1994 

 

Length: 45 minutes and 22 seconds 

 

 

 

The interviewer is not introduced but it can be assumed that George Jackson is speaking. 

 

 George notes that he is speaking to Herb Taylor who has already had a chance to look at 

the dredge book (it is unclear to which book he is referring) and an article written by Professor 

Day about the dredge. George says they are currently looking at a map drawn by Professor Day 

from 1911. ... Herb notes that Dave Sutherland was a pioneer in marsh work. He had a gravel 

pit and was a wealthy man. Professor Day rented some land from him. Herb did small scale 

farming on his land which was in East Gwillimbury. ... George notes that he was speaking to 

Sam Catania who said that they were dredging from north to south. However, in everything 

that George has read, they came from south to north. Herb asks if George has spoken to the 

Faris family but George says their house burnt down and they would likely not have anything. 

Herb also says that George should speak to his brother Harold who actually worked for 

Professor Day. Herb helped Professor Day break the land in the first summer on the marsh. 

Herb thinks that Professor Day had a Ford Caterpillar*. The grassy areas would be no problem 

to clear but the marshy areas were difficult. – Tape cuts out –  

 

 ... Estella Day* married someone and went to Nova Scotia. Harry Day was always sickly. 

George says what he’s trying to do is get a good idea of what the dredge looked like. Herb says 

it was built where the Riverview Inn is now, by the river. Herb notes that Bill said that Lawler* 

was the engineer of the barge. Herb thinks that Wilbert ... (last name is inaudible) delivered the 

coal down the canal to the dredge. Joe Saint told George that a woman (who lives around Hurd 

Street now) was a cook on the barge. Herb thinks that the barge had lights to function at night. 

He remembers a very big hoe at the back of the barge. Looking at a photograph, George sees 

two arms that would extend out to be used as stabilizers and could be raised and lowered. Herb 

thinks that this dredging was taking place in 1923 or 1925. Herb was helping Professor Day 

while he was in high school, during the summer. Caesar was one of the earliest men to farm on 

the marsh and he had land on the south end. Herb remembers him bringing in his first load of 

onions which were good but green and mossy. He farmed in the Keswick marsh which had nice, 

soft soil with less peat moss in it. George notes that Sam mentioned there was a fire around 

there which burnt for five or six years and Herb confirms this.  
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 Herb does not remember when they put the big steam shovel on the back of the barge. 

George asks if Professor Day was good humoured and Herb says that he was approachable but 

... Herb remembers once when Professor Day was outside doing some book work and two 

children were chasing each other ... Herb thinks Professor Day got into financial trouble 

because he was over stretched and kept borrowing money.  Work was hard to get back then 

but Herb and his brother got a job digging drainage ditches across the big canal. George notes 

that Professor Day’s name is on many different parcels of land on the map from 1925.  

 

 George asks if anything happened on the marsh during the wintertime in terms of 

digging or excavating and Herb says no. He remembers one winter Professor Day had his land ... 

with the machine. In the early stages, digging up roots was a big challenge; they would be piled 

all over the marsh. George shows him the book that was just written about the Bradford Marsh. 

It is mainly about the settlers coming in but also mentions Amsterdam* and the fact that in the 

winters they used the tree roots for heating. Some living quarters were quite rough. Herb says 

that ... Sutherland (first name is inaudible) and his wife lived in a converted hen house on the 

marsh for a while. John J. ... (last name is inaudible) was one of the original farmers; one of his 

daughters, Ellen, still lives in Newmarket. McDavies* started the greenhouse on the marsh. 

There are not many of the original marsh farmers left who worked with Professor Day. Herb 

and his brother, Bill Fuller, and Peter Catania and his dad Leo are some of the only ones left. 

Farm work back then was very labour intensive since everything was done by hand. Joe Saint 

also did some work for Professor Day. In the book about the marsh, George read that people 

would come from Orangeville to work on the marsh. Herb remembers that ... would set up a 

tent on “the flats” near the highway and it would cost them $2 a week to eat. They bought their 

groceries instead of eating at the restaurant. Meals at the restaurant were about 50 or 75 

cents.  

 

 George asks when they began to talk about building things like packing houses in 

Bradford. Herb says Bill Fuller would know about that since he was a dealer. Thornton* was in 

the crate making business and had a factory on Back Street. Across from Herb’s flower shop 

was Thornton’s place with all his sheds. Herb came back from overseas and started working for 

... Dutchie* (first name is inaudible), getting into the flower business from there. Herb bought a 

greenhouse but didn’t have much experience in it and it was too much for him. Herb was in the 

Air Force overseas as an air gunner. He went from England to Gibraltar to Cairo and spent about 

three years in ... He flew in a Beaufort twin engine airplane. They patrolled for four or five hours 

on an average flight. Halfway between the tip of India and the tip of South Africa there is a 

place called ... and they stayed there for a while. They stayed in Malta for a couple of nights ... 

Herb remembers flying over desserts in Africa littered with burnt tanks and other equipment. 

Once, they were flying between Gibraltar and Malta through Africa and were shot at ...  
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 When he came back from overseas, Herb worked on the marsh for Emerson Faris. They 

had to carry fertilizer in sugar bags that weighed 125 pounds over their shoulders through the 

muck. Then it would be scattered by hand. Professor Day’s workers went on strike so he gave 

them two and a half cents more which brought them to 27 ½ cents per hour. ... Herb asks 

where George’s family farm was and he says they lived in the Scotch Settlement next to the 

Scotch Settlement Presbyterian Church on the 5th Line, where Charlie Watson used to live. Keith 

Elliott* was across the road from them. Dan McArthur also lived near them and he was in the 

hay business on the 5th Line but further towards Highway 27.  

 

Herb says that Bill (it is unclear which Bill he is referring to) is still living and asks if 

George has had an interview with him. George says yes but their discussion was about a 

different topic (threshing and steam equipment). Herb says he did barn threshing as well. They 

used oil* to power the machine rather than steam. When George was on the farm, there was a 

man near them who owned three threshing machines. John Cooper used to work out of his 

place in Newtonbrook (where the Algonquin Hotel was on Yonge Street) where he also had 

threshing machines. George’s family would get a machine early to ... thresh and then take it 

around to thresh for other people, using their own tractor. George was old enough to turn 

down the grease cups so that was his job during threshing. Machinery has changed quite a bit; 

steam power made a big impact. Steam power came around to their area at about the same 

time as the railroad came to Bradford.  Herb says he actually did thresh using steam powered 

equipment on “the flats” near Catania’s farm for Jack Luck* who owned property there. ... 

Herb’s mother was a teacher in Amsterdam for 21 years and taught Aida Catania (who was also 

Herb’s first girlfriend). George thanks Herb for his time. – Tape cuts out -  

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Indicates that the word or name is written as it sounded, and therefore may be incorrect. 

… Indicates that the speaker is inaudible. 


